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17:00 CARLISLE, 2m 

Weddings Here At Carlisle Racecourse Beginners' Chase (Class 4) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 411/64F
-

DUKE OF NAVAN (IRE) 252 D BF 
b g Presenting - Greenfieldflyer

6 11 - 2 Brian Harding
N G Richards

-

Jockey Colours: Red, black and white striped sleeves, red cap, black diamond
Timeform says: Useful hurdler who found life tough in some top come company last season,
but still a good chasing prospect.  (Forecast 3.25)

Notes: 

2 123F24- HIT THE TOP (IRE) 194 
b g Gold Well - Smooth Leader

7 11 - 2 Ryan Mania
Mrs S J Smith

-

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, large pink spots, pink cap
Timeform says: Developed into a fairly useful hurdler last season. Still in touch when falling
4 out on C&D chase debut in March and no reason why he won't prove just as good in this
sphere.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

3 25340P- MORNING ROYALTY (IRE) 202 C D 
b g King's Theatre - Portryan Native

7 11 - 2 Tony Kelly (3)
James Moffatt

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, emerald green and royal blue hooped sleeves, emerald green cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful hurdler. Struggled in some competitive handicaps when last
seen in the spring but another in this line-up who has the potential to win races over fences.

 (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

4 2P1130- UBALTIQUE (FR) 201 D 
b g Balko - Ode Antique

6 11 - 2b J M Maguire
D McCain Jnr

125

Jockey Colours: Yellow, royal blue seams, grey sleeves, royal blue seams, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Has been a weak finisher but took well to blinkers when winning twice over
hurdles last winter. Didn't achieve much in 2 starts over fences early last term but no surprise
to see him fare better now.  (Forecast 6.50)

Notes: 

5 1/12117- URBAN HYMN (FR) 223 D 
b g Robin Des Champs - Betty Brune

6 11 - 2 B Hughes
J M Jefferson

-

Jockey Colours: Maroon, beige star, dark green sleeves, dark green cap, beige star
Timeform says: Point winner who made a winning start for this yard in a Huntingdon bumper
just under a year ago and quickly developed into a very useful novice hurdler afterwards.
Smart chasing prospect.  (Forecast 2.88)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: An interesting contest, with all 5 likely to be winning over fences this season if
they can translate anything like their hurdling ability. Urban Hymn quickly achieved a useful standard
over hurdles last season and this point winner appeals as the type to do even better over fences. Duke
of Navan is also a useful hurdler and may provide the main opposition.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: URBAN HYMN 
2: DUKE OF NAVAN 
3: UBALTIQUE
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